Tesla To Do House Calls
Electric carmaker will make house calls to owners’ homes or offices to correct a manufacturing issue.
May 28, 2009
SAN CARLOS, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Tesla Motors has launched a safety recall covering all 345 Tesla Roadsters
manufactured before April 22, 2009.
Tesla decided to inspect the rear, inner hub flange bolts on several Roadsters after one owner reported uncharacteristic
handling. After a root-cause analysis, Tesla determined that the rear, inner hub flange bolts on a small percentage of Roadster
vehicles were improperly torqued during assembly by Lotus, the contract manufacturer of the Roadster chassis. Lotus is
conducting a similar recall on some Lotus Elise and Exige vehicles.
No accidents have been reported as a result of this manufacturing issue, which is unrelated to the Roadster’s all-electric
powertrain.
Tesla will make house calls to service cars at owners’ homes or offices or to pick up the car and take it to a repair facility if
necessary. Service will be performed at no cost to the customer and will include a complimentary, full-vehicle inspection and
software upgrade.
“We plan to do everything we can to address this matter swiftly and keep customers satisfied,” said Greg Zanghi, Tesla’s
Director of Service and Parts Operations.
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About Tesla Motors:
Based in California’s Silicon Valley, Tesla Motors builds electric vehicles with exceptional design, performance and efficiency,
while conforming to all North American and European safety, environmental and durability standards. The Roadster, which has
a 0-to-60 mph acceleration of 3.9 seconds, is the only highway-capable EV for sale in North America or Europe. It is twice as
efficient as a Toyota Prius and has a range of 244 miles per charge. Tesla expects to produce the Model S sedan in late 2011.
The anticipated base price of the sedan will be $49,900 after a $7,500 US tax credit.

